Microsoft Surface Hub 2s

In modern workplaces, employees are able to give their
creativity free rein wherever they are. Employers can encourage
the flow of creative energy by providing the necessary tools.
The Microsoft Surface Hub 2s combines various functions in a
single device, making it a reliable companion for your team.

Microsoft Surface Hub 2s –
The best interactive display for creative
collaboration

Whiteboard
The Surface Hub Whiteboard is more than a conventional whiteboard. On the 100-point touchscreen, three
people can simultaneously sketch, write and gather
ideas.

What is the Microsoft Surface Hub 2s?
Compatibility with Windows 10
The primary Microsoft products, also available from
Swisscom, are also integrated into the Surface Hub.
Open PowerPoint and Excel files can be shown directly
on the screen. The Surface Hub can open files from your
networks and save them there. This gives you access to
your SharePoint folder and allows you to save your files
to OneDrive.

Collaboration
Software tailored to your needs allows you and your
team to share ideas together on a single screen. You can
import text, write down your ideas and immediately
share them with everyone.
The Microsoft Surface Hub 2s can benefit not only your
company as a whole, but your employees in particular,
who are able to use it in their everyday work.

Conferences
Online conferences with Microsoft Teams in combination with the Surface Hub 2s offer totally new collaboration opportunities. Through the integrated audio-conferencing tools and the HD camera, the Surface Hub becomes the optimal solution for your on-site and remote
meetings.

Integration
We’ll help you to integrate the Microsoft Surface Hub 2s
into your IT environment.

Facts & Figures
Dimensions: 741 mm x 1097 mm x 76 mm
Technical data

Resolution: 3840 x 2560

The information in this document does not constitute a
binding offer. It is subject to revision at any time.
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Weight: 28kg

Computer: Quad-core 8th generation Intel® Core™ i5 processor, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD1
Graphics: Intel® UHD 620
Wireless: Wi-Fi 5 (IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac compatible), Bluetooth Wireless 4.1 technology,
Miracast Display
Connections: USB-A, Mini-DisplayPort Video Output, RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet, HDMI Video Input,
USB-C™ with DisplayPort Input, (4) USB-C™
Sensors: Doppler occupancy sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope
Audio / Video: Full range front facing 3-way stereo speakers, Full band 8-element MEMS
microphone array, Microsoft Surface Hub 2 Camera, 4K, USB-C™ connection, 90-degree HFOV
Pen: Microsoft Surface Hub 2 Pen (active)
Software: Windows 10 Team operating system, Microsoft Teams, Skype for Business, Microsoft Whiteboard, Microsoft Office (Mobile), OneDrive, Connect, Microsoft Power BI
Exterior:
Casing: Precision machined aluminium with mineral-composite resin
Colour: Platinum
Physical buttons: power, volume, source

What's in the box

1x Surface Hub 2s
1x Surface Hub 2 Pen
1x Surface Hub 2 Camera
3m AC Power Cable
1x Quick Start Guide
1-year limited hardware warranty

Warranty
Training: Our Work Smart experts focus on training teams to find out how their collaboration
can be strengthened and simplified.
Our Service

Integration: integration into the customer network in consultation with the customer
Installation: Swisscom offers an installation service, including disposal of old devices
Application curation: We work closely with you to compile and get the best third-party applications for you, from engineering applications to scrum boards.
Expert support: Whether conference technology or workplace advice, our experts find a solution to support your work style and your infrastructure.
Additional Swisscom services: With the additional services from Swisscom and Cisco, users can
join your audio and video conferences with ease and play an active role in shaping them (depends on the relevant customer environment).
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Surface Hub 2s accessories
Surface Hub 2 Pen
Write fast and accurately with the new Surface Hub 2 Pen. Enjoy a natural writing experience with highly responsive touch
and inking capabilities.

Surface Hub 2 Camera
With 4K resolution and wide-angle lens, meetings come to life
right before your eyes.

Steelcase Roam™ Mobile Stand
Steelcase Roam™ mobile stands free teams to collaborate anywhere.

Steelcase Roam™ Wall Mount
Steelcase Roam™ wall mount is ultra-thin and easy to install.

APC™ Charge Mobile Battery
Designed to power Surface Hub 2S, the APC™ Charge lithiumion battery system enables true mobility. Unplug without losing your team’s creative momentum.

